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Osiris IoT Platform (IoX)  

OPEN SOURCE & PATENT FREE: Apache 2.0 license. All the benefits of open 

 

“The Internet of Things is basically a vision wherein every device small or big will be connected 
to Internet. Internet of Things presents huge business opportunity in almost all segments, it is 
expected that there would be around 25 Billion Connected Devices by 2020”.  It is also expected 
that the total number of connected devices would be around 50 Billon, almost doubling in 5 years  

 

Osiris IoX Platform is built around open source IoT Platform & Industry Standards. Osiris IoX 
(Internet of Everything) platform provides end to end interfaces to build and create innovative, 
highly secured & scalable IoT Application for Smart Connected devices. 
 

IoX is performant and secure open-source IoT platform with the complete full-scale capabilities 
for development of Internet of Things applications and smart connected products. Built as a set 
of micro-services containerized by Docker and orchestrated with Kubernetes, IoX platform 
serves as a software infrastructure and middleware which provides: 

 
 Device management 
 Data aggregation and data management 
 Connectivity and message routing 
 Event management 
 Core analytics 
 User Interface 
 Application enablement 
 Open Source Data Analytics  & Machine Learning 

 

 
Expected number of connected devices by 2020.   Source Gartner  
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SECURE: Enhanced and fine-grained security via deployment-ready Mainflux Authentication 
and Authorization Server with Access Control scheme based on customizable API keys and 
scoped JWT. NGINX reverse proxy for security, load-balancing and termination of TLS and DTLS 
connections. 

 

 

 

 

PERFORMANT: Thanks to Golang language, and micro services, it has tested performance, 
deployment speed, fast and robust execution, small footprint. 

 

BUILT FOR EXTENSIBILITY: Adding new functionalities for vertical solution and 
application does not require reconfiguration or modification of the core platform. 

 

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION: Open, modularized and flexible architecture with many IoT 
protocols and easy-to-use APIs, ensures seamless 3rd-party integration with existing enterprise 
systems (e.g., ERP, BI, CRM), databases, and analytics programs, back-end systems and/or other 
cloud services. 

 

PROTOCOL AND DEVICE AGNOSTIC: Multi-protocol support and hardware agnostic, 
supports seamless connectivity for any device and application. PUB/SUB multiprotocol 
messaging bridge (HTTP, MQTT, Web Socket, CoAP) based on NATS ultra-performant broker. 

  

SCALE DOWN – DEPLOYABLE:  Deployable from multi-datacenter scale to RPi class devices. 

 

LOW OPEX: Low operating expense (OPEX) due to design and selection of core technologies. 

 

ON PREM, HYBRID OR CLOUD: Easy to deploy on-premises, hybrid or in the cloud. 

 

 

 

 

Key Features of Osiris IoT Platform -IoX 

Not Every IoT Platform is an IoT Platform:  Many companies offer an “IoT platform. “ For an outsider it is 
often hard to tell whether this term refers to a complete and mature IoT platform with the eight 
components described above or whether the term has been stretched to describe just an element of a 
platform – or even something completely different. Companies active in providing just cloud storage, data 
security, CRM software, or simple connectivity management claim to offer a complete IoT platform. While it 
is certainly true that these software platforms offer a solution for the wider IoT ecosystem, a mature IoT 
platform requires all of the elements described above. 
 
Truly Industrial Grade: Osiris IoX (IoT Platform for Internet of Everything, is Patent free, Open Source and 
integrates Versatile time series Database – InfluxDB. Osiris IoX is a comprehensive aggregation of all 
essential IoT Connectivity Protocols & Cloud Services that helps create, build and implement versatile IoT 
Application for Industrial & Residential IoT requirements. Osiris IoX Platform is highly scalable and 
provides secured data connectivity.  Osiris IoX integrates tensor flow for AI & Machine Learning.  
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Osiris IoX (Internet of Everything) Platform is a versatile IoT Platform for all IoT application development. 

Typical use of Osiris IoX Application topology is as below: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Osiris IoT Platform -IoX in Action:  

                                   Use Case – I:  Smart RoBo Management Suite 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

    Key Objective of the Smart RoBo Management Suite: 
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Application of Osiris IoT Platform-IoX 

 

Osiris Smart RoBo Management Suite is an Integrated Data Centre Infrastructure Management 
application developed for one of the largest Defence Organization in India, for its customized smart 
Server Racks – Zero Touch RoBo supplied by an US based Multinational Company. The custom 
designed smart server rack system provides complete system redundancy like secondary UPS, RCU 
and PDU System. the system is designed in such a way that if the primary system fails, the 
secondary system will take over. This will ensure failsafe operation with zero downtime. 
 
Since the Smart Server Rack is custom designed, the equipment manufacturer did not have single 
pane integrated Data centre Infrastructure Management Software. Osiris Systems showcased the 
capability of Osiris IoT Platform- IoX (Internet of Everything) our Customer and quickly developed 
the PoC for connecting the Smart Server Racks to centralized monitoring System. 
 
Based on our capability and demonstrated PoC, Osiris System was awarded the development of 
Smart RoBo Management Suite.  
 
Osiris Systems has successfully deployed the Osiris Smart RoBo Management Suite on customer 
premises and connected Smart Server Racks from 13 locations spread across India and 89 more 
location would be added by the 3rd quarter of 2020. 
 

 Development of centralized monitoring systems to monitor the Smart Server Racks deployed 
across various locations in India.  

 Apart from the system wide dashboard, the application must also provide a granular view of 
Individual RoBo units and RoBo functional blocks like – UPS, PDU, RCU and Energy Meter 

 Provide device & user management with flexible user rights management mechanism  
 Provide real time system and data analytics for potential fault prediction  
 Provide secured and reliable data connectivity with high degree of scalability  
 Integrated AI  and  Machine Learning for predictive and preventive maintenance  
 Timeline Analysis for each functional block 
 LDAP  integration- integration with Customer Active directory  
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                   How Does the System Work?  
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Application of Osiris IoT Platform-IoX 

 

 

 Osiris Systems has developed Smart Gateways that fetches the SNMP Data from the Smart Server 
Racks and sends the same over MQTT to Osiris IoX Platform.  

 
 Osiris IoX Platform authenticates the data received from the smart server racks, normalizes the 

data received over MQTT and writes to the DB. We have integrated time-series DB for real-time 
performance  

 
 Osiris Smart RoBo Management Suite application receives the data from DB using the REST 

Services provided by the Osiris IoX Platform  
 

Key Feature of Osiris Smart RoBo Management Suite:  

 Centralized monitoring for all RoBo’s  spread across  India 
 Integrated system wide dashboard  
 Dashboard for individual RoBo & RoBo functional block – UPS, RCU, PDU  & Energy Meter 
 Real-time data and analytics , timeline analysis  
 3 Years of  historical trends  
 Secured device and user management, scalable design  
 Chat among user, email and SMS notifications 
 LDAP  Integration  

Green House Monitoring Systems: Our Client, one of the largest municipal corporations in India, has 
multiple greenhouses spread across various locations however the existing system did not have 
capability of monitoring the greenhouses from centralized location.  
 
Our client wanted to develop an integrated greenhouse monitoring application that will help them 
monitor the various horticulture greenhouses from a centralized location in their head office as 
well as mobile application. 
 
Osiris Systems, along with other competitors presented the greenhouse monitoring solution; Osiris 
application was our IoT Platform-IoX, which is completely licenses free and royalty free. Our 
solution met all the requirement of the client, while being very competitive in pricing.   
 
We have successfully deployed the Osiris Green House Monitoring Solution on a pilot basis on 
three greenhouses. Our client is very satisfied with the performance of the application; and is now 
planning to integrate the other greenhouses by last quarter of 2020  
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USE CASE-II 



      

 

 

                        

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Application of Osiris IoT Platform-IoX 

 System Architecture & Components: Greenhouse farming is a modern technique of controlled agri-
farming for enhanced yield of crops, vegetables, fruits etc. A smart greenhouse not only monitors 
environmental conditions but also intelligently controls the climatic condition within the 
greenhouse, eliminating the need for human intervention. Different sensor like temperature & 
Humidity Sensor, ambient light sensor, pressure sensors are used for controlling and monitoring 
the environment in a smart greenhouse. The measured data are sent to Osiris IoT Platform -IoX 
through MQTT over secured channel. 
  
Osiris Greenhouse monitoring application was developed on our open source IoT Platform (IoX) 

and has the following components  

 Sensors:   

 Soil Moisture Sensors  

 Temperature & Humidity Sensor  

 Ambient Light Sensor 

 Platform: Osiris IoX Platform  

 Application Frontend: Angular 7 for Responsive UI 

 Application Backend: Node.JS 

 Database:  Best in Class Time Series DB – InfluxDB 

 Analytics &  Machine Learning:  Open Source AI Library LoudML  

 

 

Benefits of loT in agriculture: Apart from the Greenhouse monitoring application, IoT in agriculture 
finds wide application in precision irrigation that helps farmers optimize the use of various inputs 
thereby minimizing the production cost, while maximizing farm output. Furthermore, the other 
benefits of IoT in Agriculture are: 

 Optimized & efficient use of fertilizers, pesticides and water- result in cost saving 
 Helps prevent soil degradation / permanent loss of soil fertility  
 Better monitoring of crops and avoiding crop losses through disease or adverse weather 
 Help in optimizing water use 
 Better planning of farm activities 

The key challenges of loT in agriculture are the cost of equipment and the need for wider internet 
coverage. However with data cost plunging and wide network combined with our open source, 
patent free IoT platform-IoX, significantly reduces the cost of ownership for farmers to deploy IoT 
enabled technologies for enhanced farm productivity.  
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 Application of Osiris IoT Platform-IoX 

Osiris IoX Platform  Osiris IoX Platform Deployment Strategy: Osiris IoX Platform comprises of the following 

components/layers:  

 • Client layer 
 • Application layer 
 • Data layer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

     

 

Database: The database layer maintains the following forms of data:  

 Osiris runtime model definitions and their persisted properties.  

 Tabular-type data that is persisted by the runtime model as rows of content in 

blogs, wikis, streams, value streams, and data tables. With the growth of the 

Osiris solution in capability and complexity, the architectural needs within 

each tier grow. 

Deployment Options: Osiris IoX Platform provides the flexibility for third party cloud and On-

Premises deployment 

On-Premise Deployment: Using an on-premise deployment means hosting and managing the 

Osiris (IoX) IOT Platform on customer owned servers on the customer premises. This 

provides our customers complete flexibility and responsible for maintaining their ICT 

infrastructure, application support and performance. With an on-premise deployment, 

customer has the complete flexibility to perform the deployment; alternately our customer 

can also opt to engage Osiris Systems to manage the deployment on company servers. This 

option is suitable for companies with a robust IT organization and a strong desire to maintain 

in-house control.  

Osiris Systems’ Cloud Services: In a managed-services deployment, the Osiris IoX Platform and 

application is deployed, hosted, and managed on a third-party cloud server, usually in a 

private cloud. An outside organization is responsible for managing the necessary 

infrastructure and ensuring application performance. For companies concerned with the IT 

burden and expertise required to manage Osiris IoX- IoT Platform. Osiris provides a managed-

services deployment option.  

With Osiris Cloud Services, companies engaging Osiris Systems can accelerate deployment, 

minimize your IT infrastructure requirements and cost, and ensure ongoing performance. 

Osiris Cloud Services hosts your IoT Application in a secure environment within commercial 

cloud services that has ongoing application management, performance tuning, and updates.  

 

 
Osiris IoX Platform 

 Things/Devices: This layer contains the things, devices, 

device authentication and management, connectivity 

protocols to connect, send and receive data from 

assets/devices to Osiris IoX. All Data connectivity is 

secured with end-end data encryption.  

 Users/Clients: This layer contains the products 

(primarily Web browsers) that people use to access the 

Osiris IoX platform.  

 Platform: The platform layer is where Osiris IoX 

foundation resides, which serves as the hub of the 

Osiris IoX environment. This is the layer where content 

from the things/devices layer is ingested, user requests 

from the client layer are answered, and content is 

analyzed to generate alerts.  
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 Combined IT & Operational Technology Expertise - Osiris Systems builds on its unique expertise in 
embedded system design, sensor integration and IoT technologies both as manufacturer and 
services provider. We have extensive expertise and experience in IoT/M2M technology space 
that gives us the much needed insight into IT and OT world to build and deliver cost effective 
IoT solutions.  

  
Unified platform for all IoT Application - Osiris System’s IoT platform integrates all available IoT 
connectivity protocols and components in a single unified stack to create and build versatile 
IoT Application for all business requirements. Osiris IoX platform also integrates open source 
AI and AI / ML library for predictive alerts and notifications.   

  
Intelligent performance optimization - Osiris System’s IoT platform features a high fidelity broker 
that seamlessly collect data even at times of high demand, ensuring all data are collected 
efficiently and effectively.  

  
Management of complexity on your behalf – Osiris has an expertise in system integration and has 
expertise in delivering complex IoT Projects. Osiris IoT Platform seamlessly handles data 
from multiple data sources, that ensures seamless integration of our IoT platform with your 
back-end systems – delivering a fully fit for purpose solution.  

  
All the support you need - Osiris Systems can provide complete life-cycle management – helping 
plug resource and skills gaps – and freeing you to focus on where your IoT solution can 
deliver most value to your business. With our managed IoT solutions, we can enable your 
business while giving you peace of mind you’re in safe hands.  
 
Integrates Open Source AI – Osiris IoX Platform Integrates LoudML AI that add predictive 
capabilities and machine learning to your application in minutes. Achieve the best time to 
market for your smart applications & services. Loud ML is an open source inference engine 
for metrics and events, and the fastest way to embed machine learning in your time series 
application. This includes APIs for storing and querying data, processing it in the background 
for ML or detecting outliers for alerting purposes, and more. 

You can use Loud ML as an AI bot that will enhance the management and operations of your 
most valuable assets through automation and prediction, for DevOps, for IoT, for energy, for 
logistics. 

Features of LoudML AI 

 Built-in HTTP API that facilitates the integration in other applications. 

 Data agnostic. ML engine sits on top of all your data stores to provide instant results. 

 JSON like model feature specification. 

 Simple to install and manage, and fast to get data in and out. 

 Donut unsupervised learning model arXiv 1802.03903 

 It aims to process data in near real-time. That means data is queried at regular 
intervals and feed to the inference engine to return results. 
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Why of Osiris IoX Platform? 
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PARTNERS - 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.03903


                

                

   

 

                 

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

  

 

  

Osiris IoT Platform-IoX 

CONTACTS 

Pankaj Roy  
CEO, Osiris Systems  
pankaj.roy@osirissystems.in 

Kanchan Debnath  
Director Engineering -NPD  
sabita.nath@osirissystems.in 
 
Sumit Dua  
CTO, Osiris Analytics  
sumit.dua@osirissystems.in 
 

Osiris Systems Pvt. Ltd 
E-131, 3rd Floor,   
Ganapati Bhawan, Mohammedpur 
Opp.  Bikaji Cama Place 
New Delhi – 110066 
Phone:  +91-11-4608-9696 
sales@osirissystems.in , info@osirissystems.in 
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